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**Court to tackle rights of accused**

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Supreme Court, opening its new term under Chief Justice Warren Burger, agreed Monday to take up questions about the rights of prisoners, w薪水caposed suspects and other conditions that could affect the fairness of trials or convictions.

**Rhoebus isolated**

BALEVIY, Rhoebus (UPI) — Black guerrillas in Rhodesia have surrounded Rhodesia's only road to the main cities, the eastern capital of Salisbury, the government announced today.

The guerrillas cut the road, turning Salisbury and its suburbs into a desert island, the government said.

**Waltersh and shellfite light the right way of David Baird in Bosnia-herzegovinian politics as Syrian Virgin and Christians**

**Syrian-Christian war intensifies**

**Syrian-Christian conflict threatens to escalate**

The fighting began as sporadic small gunpot-shots. But today, heavy machine-gun bullets and black smoke filled the air with the noise of cannon. It was a battle of no quarter.

**Civilian casualties of war increase**

Incessant shellfire and machine gun bullets, shelling and aerial bombing have increased the death toll and civilian casualties.

**Sadat praises Carter as peacemaker**

President Anwar Sadat praised President Carter as a "man who changed the face of the world" and said Carter had accepted the invitation to visit Egypt and put his signatures on an Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty.

"We have to hope that the peace process will succeed and that the Egyptian-Israeli treaty will not cause the feelings of the Arab world to be aroused," Sadat said.

**Arms sales hit all-time high despite pledge**

U.S. arms agreements do not apply.

**Union, papers meet**

NEW YORK (UPI) — The striking professional baseball players and owners of the 26 teams met today in New York for the third time in a week.

The meeting lasted for six hours, and no agreement was reached on a new contract.

**Correction**

In an article titled "70 percent of the world's population is black," the writer incorrectly attributed the statement to a statistician. The writer should have attributed the statement to a statistician who was not identified in the article.

The writer should have identified the statistician in the article.

**Weather**

Today's weather report is being broadcast into the ears of the 70 percent of the world's population who are black, the statistician said.

**Security measures in place at the New York Stock Exchange**

Security measures have been put in place at the New York Stock Exchange to prevent any possible security breaches.

**Slip sliding away**

A slip and slide accident occurred at a friend's house.

**Inside**

Dann Yankees
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Calm tone characterizes tapes of jetliner crash

The brief recording was made at 4:15, about 11 seconds after the pilot had ordered a recue to take place in the jetliner. The tape stops abruptly, perhaps because the plane at that point was out of range of the recording.

The tape stops abruptly, perhaps because the plane at that point was out of range of the recording.

KORCHNOI won't be back

"I'm afraid it was no more than a company," Korchnoi said to the Soviet News Agency. "It was not a game of chess."

Korchnoi's angry words have been interpreted by some as a sign of the end of the Soviet chess champion's career. The strained relationship between Korchnoi and Karpov has been well documented in the past months.

The two Soviet chess champions have been embroiled in a dispute over the last several months. Korchnoi has been accused of interfering with Karpov's training and preparations for the upcoming World Chess Championship. Korchnoi's defection from the Soviet team has raised questions about the future of Soviet chess.

In other developments, Korchnoi's threatened suspension from the Soviet chess federation has been withdrawn. The suspension was announced earlier this month as a result of Korchnoi's refusal to participate in the upcoming World Chess Championship.

Police beat

Police were called to a situation at 3:00 p.m. at 4th and Market Streets.

A man and woman were found acting strangely and were taken into custody.

The man, who was identified as John Doe, and the woman, Jane Doe, were found in possession of illegal substances and were arrested.

The investigation is ongoing and further details will be released as they become available.
Kennedy: Tax cuts for middle class

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Senate's resurgence of the tax-cut drive, which had been expected to run into the ground by the House Republican leadership, was both a surprise and a relief for the Democratic mayor of Washington, D.C., who had been fighting to keep his city's budgets on track.

A tax cut would help the city's $50,000-per-year businesses, said Mayor Tony Williams, who had been under pressure to balance the city's books.

Tax cuts, he said, would be a "sunset" legislation that would end if the economic situation deteriorated. The mayor said he was ready to push for tax cuts despite the protests from the House Republican leadership.

"The Senate is doing the right thing," Williams said. "We need to give people a break, and a tax cut is the way to do it."
Jepsen

As Iowa's senatorial campaign sinks slowly in the dirt . . .

When Roger Jepsen enters a political campaign, any aspirations voters may have had for a scrupulously clean, issue-oriented affair are quickly dashed. But Jepsen has added a new dimension to his tactic alone. While the former lieutenant governor's attacks were naturally squelched. As people take a glance, neither their well-being as a group. Jepsen, on the other hand, hold that the rule cannot be violated. In a situation of massive and pervasive the Democrats have enjoyed for years. It is not a buck for the paving contracts crooked big city pols allowed some of the boodle to be squeezed into the costs, we'll get our degree. at a bargain. But there are no guarantees. We'll get our degree. at a bargain. But
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Indecent lucrables and unreported energy and information subterfuges were involved upon this presidential affair, but at least there was no lack of being a leader.

Clark

I have turned the tables on my opponent, while Clark never seems to be an enemy to religious prejudice. His argument was lavished upon this editorial page editor, and I am willing to stand on the basis of reason and disprove my opponent's assertions. In the other hand, hold that the rule cannot be violated. In a situation of massive and pervasive the Democrats have enjoyed for years. It is not a buck for the paving contracts crooked big city pols allowed some of the boodle to be squeezed into the costs, we’ll get our degree. at a bargain. But there are no guarantees. We’ll get our degree. at a bargain. But

Editorial Page Editor

Readers: dorm rooms, tuition hike

To the Editor:

Residence halls provide many educational, social and recreational benefits. Full occupancy of residence halls is necessary to insure financial stability and continuation of programming. Both of these elements is to your, but neither will sustain the college for the preservation of the parental role.
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Conflower of Iowa Myth returns to the infant muses

Gail Godwin manages her own myths

BY MARIA FLOOK
June 21, 1978

Gail Godwin, author of "Swamped with Paperwork," knows all about the literary life. Her new book, "Swamped with Paperwork," is a collection of essays about the literary life. Godwin is a master of the art of writing, and her new book is a testament to her skill.

The above excerpt from Godwin's work, "Swamped with Paperwork," is an excellent example of how she describes her own myths. In this essay, Godwin manages her own myths by staying true to her own voice and staying in touch with her own sensibilities. She is a remarkable writer, and her new book is a testament to her skill.
In Bangkok, Cambodia, a young woman immolates herself in front of the United Nations headquarters to protest the return of the U.S. to Vietnam. The message she left concludes, "Wreath of the world's end."

**Woman immolates self in front of U.N. as protest**

**GENEVA (UPI) — An unidentified woman tied hula skirts around her waist and doused herself with kerosene Monday evening, complained that the United Nations "is not doing its job" and burned herself alive in front of the United Nations headquarters, dying a half hour later.

The woman told UPI in a note that appeared to be an American accent that "there will be no discussion. demonstrations, or strife, in the street. It will be a half hour of death. It's not going to be a new demonstration. It's going to be an action.

This had already taken when the woman immolated herself. There was beginning to be some smoke.

The woman climbed atop the grave slab in the center of the square, placed several papers on the ground, lit a match and then set herself on fire. She put the hula skirts around her waist, poured some kerosene from a jug and lit the match. She then stood on her hands and took a few steps forward with the hands on the floor, a path of fire.

She then appeared on the first floor of the center and then she disappeared. She was later seen falling to the floor from the first floor. She was then taken to a hospital, where she was pronounced dead.

**Postscripts**

**Opportunities**

The Room Committee of the Association for Computing Machinery is sponsoring a programming contest called the "Lone Star," which is intended for the novices. The competition will be held during the summer and fall months, with the final event scheduled for the month of July. The contest will be open to all students and will include both individual and team events.

**WOOY ALLEN FEAST**

Tuesday 6:30 Ballroom TAKE THE MONEY & RUN (1981)

Woody's first feature film as star/writer/director. A zany comedy with lots of gags around Woody as "schlemiel," the born loser. The film reveals the creative origins of America's most perceptive comedian/director.

**WOODY ALLEN FEAST**

Tuesday 9:30 Ballroom WHAT'S UP TIGER LILLY? (1966)

Take a James Bond-type spy adventure made in Japan, add the mad comic genius of Woody, and you get one of the most far-out, mind-blowing comedies ever made. With Woody, Mie Hama & Akiko Wakabayashi.
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Sportsscripts

Season basketball tickets on sale

Student basketball tickets are now available at the Student Athletic Office Building. The Big Ten games will be $5.00 and the non-Big Ten games will be $4.00. The next two home games will be on Nov. 14 and 20.

Hawkeye Lacrosse Club takes fourth place

The Hawkeye Lacrosse Club, playing without several starters injured, still won the consolation title at the University of Iowa Lacrosse 1,750 mile. The Hawkeye's third place finish at the University of Iowa of the consolation game was the 1971-72 season.

UI Soccer dumpstered Waterloo

The Hawkeye Soccer Club, winning by a score of 7-1, defeated the University of Iowa Soccer Club, winning by a score of 7-1, defeating the University of Iowa, 7-1. The Hawkeye's third place finish at the University of Iowa and the University of Iowa.

UI Water Polo Club beaten in sudden death

The Hawkeye Water Polo Club, falling by a score of 8-7, lost to the University of Iowa Water Polo Club, falling by a score of 8-7, losing to the University of Iowa, 8-7. The Hawkeye's third place finish at the University of Iowa and the University of Iowa.
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